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Airend Exchange Program advantages

Whether you own a Doosan portable air compressor or an OEM drill that has a
Doosan airend built in, a remanufactured airend provided through our Airend
Exchange Program will deliver superior performance and reliability which means
profits for you and your company. Doosan factory remanufactured airends are
carefully disassembled and inspected to ensure that any damaged or obsolete parts
are replaced. Each airend is rebuilt by an experienced craftsman at Doosan Portable
Power’s worldwide headquarters.

Airend assembly

The very latest technology is incorporated into all our
remanufactured airends, so when there is an update
available, you can be sure that an airend purchased
through Doosan’s Airend Exchange Program will reflect all
available upgrades.

Parts compatibility

Only genuine Doosan parts are used in our factory
remanufactured airends which ensures complete
parts compatibility as well as the performance and
reliability you demand. Doosan Portable Power can
also adapt new or rebuilt airend packages for any
OEM drill, compressor or your unique application.

Airend availability

We recognize that your time is valuable. We have the
largest stock of airends in the industry to ensure you
the quickest possible delivery. We ship worldwide and
we can air freight if needed. After-hours service is also
available, including weekends.

Extended warranty option

We offer a standard two-year, 4,000-hour warranty
that can be extended to a five-year, 10,000-hour
warranty by using our specially formulated airend
lubricant, genuine Doosan filters and separator
elements at the proper change intervals. Genuine
Doosan compressor oil is the only fluid certified
and proven to extend the life of your airend
due to its special formulation and anti-foaming
properties.

Air compressors from Doosan Infracore Portable Power are not designed, intended or approved for breathing air. Compressed air should not be used for breathing air applications under any circumstances.
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Customer service

At Doosan Portable Power we are proud of the airend
rebuild services we provide. When you purchase a
Doosan factory remanufactured airend there is no worry
or risk involved, because you are backed by a worldwide
network of distributors dedicated to quality and
exceptional customer service.

Doosan advantages

Availability, reliability, experience, performance
and technological upgrades are the main reasons
customers prefer the Doosan Airend Exchange
Program.

For more information, contact your nearest Doosan
Portable Power distributor or call the factory
at 800.633.5206 if you have an airend you are
considering rebuilding.
*Please provide your airend serial number.
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Doosan Portable Power Aftermarket - Keeps You Moving Forward!

Experience Doosan Portable Power and our industry-leading support and service. Whatever the job, we have the solution.
From our comprehensive range of air compressors, lighting systems and generators to our rugged and reliable light compaction
equipment, we have a solution to fit your needs. Running a successful business takes more than powerful equipment. That’s
why Doosan Portable Power partners with an experienced global dealer network to stand beside you every step of the way.
Doosan Portable Power — more than 100 years of providing excellence.

Doosan Portable Power
1293 Glenway Drive
Statesville, NC 28625
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Airend exchange advantages

••Minimal downtime (most airends are stocked for fast
delivery)
••All exchange airends incorporate the latest technology
ensuring maximum performance and reliability, plus
increased resale value
••Two-year standard warranty with the option of a five year
warranty
••All exchange airends are built to strict quality standards
••Most experienced technicians in the industry - our
technicians have an average of 32 years experience
••Only genuine Doosan parts are used during
remanufacturing, meaning there is no concern about
improper fit or incorrect bearing load capacity

